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					Well-being through the power of cannabis.

				
	
			

		


		
			
				
					
						
						ABOUT US
						Growing green for good.

												At Green Thumb, we believe in the plant’s potential to improve health, happiness, and comfort. We invest in our people, our brands, and our retail experiences to power a profound shift in well-being. 

													
												Our brands
														Our beliefs
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								FOCUS AREAS
				
								We’re leaving our thumbprint on the industry.

				
								To reach the furthest and do the most good, we focus on three areas: people, partners, and the plant.
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					A place where people come first

					Our real power is in our people and our shared commitment to giving back to the communities that we serve.

											Join our team
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					A family of brands

					Because well-being is personal, we make brands and products to fit different preferences and lifestyles.

											Find your brand
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					Award-winning national retail

					Our retail stores prioritize educational and explorative experiences, shepherded by our People Care Specialists.

											Visit our stores
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					Forward—thinking investing

					We’re building the future of cannabis today. Together our team is creating and capturing opportunities with future-minded branding and retail experiences.

											Our growth mindset
						

									

				
						

			

	
	
		
			
			OUR BRANDS
			The gold standard for green.

						Since 2014, we’ve championed brands that give people choice in safe and quality cannabis on their journey to well-being.

			
						Explore our brands
			

					
			

		

	

	
		

		
		
			

			
				
					Take a bite of incredibles.
					
Established in Colorado in 2010, incredibles confections were created with the purpose of delivering delicious and reliable edibles that borrowed the same discipline and quality standards that exist in the food industry. Today, incredibles remains one of the longest standing and most awarded edibles brands in the country.   
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																																																Chicago

													325 W. Huron St.
Chicago, IL 60654
312.471.6720
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		Your Privacy on this Website 

We collect information about your visit through cookies and web beacons. You can opt out through your browser, but then you will not have access to all the functions of the website. To learn more, click here to read our Privacy Notice.
	


	
		Accept
	

		
		
		

  
    Have you had at least 21 birthdays?
    Yes, I'm definitely at least twenty-one (21) years of age or am otherwise a qualified patient.    
      
        
        I agree
        Enter
      

    By clicking “I agree” and entering the 
 website, I agree to be bound by the 
Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.

    
      You must agree to our terms before entering the site.
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																		Cookies are small text files that can be used by websites to make a user's experience more efficient. The law states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the operation of this site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission. This site uses different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party services that appear on our pages.
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